I. Introduction
This Article surveys a controversial issue involving both Canadian and United States copyright interest groups. Simultaneous rediffusion involves the unauthorized reception and retransmission or rediffusion of copyrighted United States broadcast programming by foreign cable television systems. ' The issue has important ramifications for a future revision of the copyright by the Canadian Parliament as indicated in the Revision of Copyright Subcommittee Report of October 1985, "A Charter of Rights for Creators," 2 and is useful to an examination of United States copyright principles and the international role of the United States in copyright. This author's conclusion is that compulsory license 3 for simulta- 3. Article I, § 8 of the U.S. Constitution sets forth the basic policy for copyright protection in the United States. A statutory intellectual property right was created to protect the financial interests of copyright owners balanced against the interest of the public's access to works of authorship.
The fear of statutorily created monopolies in fields dependent upon these copyrights prompted Congress to enact limitations on the copyright owners' powers to keep his or her works from the public. Thus, a compulsory license scheme was enacted, allowing noncopyright owners access to the copyrighted work in return for payment.
[Vol. 5:1 neous rediffusion of broadcast signals is a proper course to take in the development of a long-term copyright policy in Canada. Economic studies indicate the feasibility of a rediffusion right for copyright owners at a minimal expense to cable television (CATV) systems 4 that may be absorbed as subscription levels climb. Canadian Satellite Communications (CANCOM) and future superstation development should assure increased viewership for CATV systems to make up for any early revenue declines due to increased royalty payments through performing rights organizations like Composers, Authors and Publishers Association of Canada (CAPAC). Whether they be foreign nationals or Canadians, the rights of copyright owners must be balanced against the interest of established industry groups like CATV system owners and the national interest in Canadian cultural development. By maintaining a rediffusion right, CanaThe first compulsory license was enacted in the 1909 Copyright Act in 17 U.S.C. § I (1908). which required a person mechanically reproducing a copyrighted work to pay the owner a royalty of two cents on each part manufactured. Since that time, the 1976 Act incorporated 13 compulsory license provisions or limitations on copyright. They can be found in 17 U.S.C. § § 107-118 (1931), as well as 17 U.S.C. § 602 (1959) .
A compulsory license for secondary cable retransmissions is suggested for a future Canadian Copyright Law Revision to be modeled on the corresponding U.S. provision. U.S. Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. § II I(d) "Compulsory License for Secondary Transmission by Cable Systems" [P.L. 94-553, Oct. 19, 1976] .
In that very detailed section a royalty fee is paid based upon computations of the gross receipts received from subscribers. This computation utilizes a formula that employs factors such as service beyond the local area and first, second, third, and fourth distant signal equivalents. The computation is defined in the United States Copyright Act of 1976 as the value assigned to the secondary transmission of any non-network television programming earned by a cable system in whole or in part beyond the local service area of the primary transmitter of the programming. It is computed by assigning a value of one to each independent station and a value of one-quarter to each network station and noncommercial educational station for the non-network programming so carried under the rules, regulations, and authorizations of the FCC. These values assigned for independent network and noncommercial educational stations are subject to certain exceptions and limitations. (Sept. 1985) .
4. CATV systems are defined in Federal Communications Commission Rule 76.151a, which states that it is a nonbroadcast facility consisting of a set of transmission parts and associated signal generation, reception, and control equipment, under common ownership and control, that distributes or is designed to distribute to subscribers the signals of one or more television broadcast stations, but such terms would not include I) any such facility that serves fewer than fifty subscribers or 2) such facility that serves or will only serve subscribers in one or more multiple dwelling units under common ownership, control, or management.
Simply, a CATV system is a system of coaxial cable and assorted equipment operations from a central receiving head-end or tower by which television signals are received off the air or by other indirect delivery means for a fee to subscribers. This system may serve a number of political subdivisions although within a distinct franchised area. Consumers or subscribers are fed satellite programming through CATV, MDS or Multipoint Distribution Service, or STV or Subscription Television Service. MDS is an over the air service that permits a customer's microwave antenna to receive MDS signals and convert them to a viewable frequency. Id. STV uses over the air frequencies not allocated to TV broadcast service and the signals are scrambled so viewing is not possible without a decoder. dian copyright remains true to copyright principles and law, and does not become solely a means of accomplishing immediate Canadian cultural objectives perhaps feasible through other means.
II. Scope of the Problem/Implications
Copyright law may be viewed as legal recognition of a creator's rights. This is based on the notion that a creator should benefit from the fruits of his labor. In providing such protection, creators are encouraged to create new works; and in doing so, the national culture and general store of information is enriched.
5
The broadcast medium is an important means of disseminating not only information but mass culture in the modern age. 6 This medium has had special importance to development of an indigenous Canadian culture due in part to the vast geographic expanse of Canada in relation to its small population, as well as Canadian demands for the best in entertainment, education, and culture. One reason for this is the threatening engulfment by its culturally dominant neighbor, the United States. Canada has assertively attempted to use its law and treaty obligations toward strengthening its regional and world cultural position. The Broadcast Act,' Copyright Law, 8 and international treaty membership 9 to the Berne Union and the U.C.C. reflect this stance.
In Canada, the government vests the Canadian Radio and Television Commission (CRTC) with the regulatory functions and powers to implement goals of cultural independence. Specifically, Section 3 of the Broadcast Act, has as its purpose: "to guarantee a broadcast system which would be effectively owned and controlled by Canadians so as to safeguard, enrich and strengthen the culture, society, ... [and] economic fabric of Canada." 10 CRTC policy calls for Canadian content mediums of thirty percent between six a.m. and twelve midnight and limits of up to twenty percent non-Canadian equity ownership. Even though only two per-
5.
KEYES 9. Canada's accession to the Berne Convention affords it the comfortable option of not granting copyright protection to foreign cable transmissions. As a part of a national treatment, treaty members need only afford foreigners the same protection granted its own nationals for retransmissions, which is none. Canada is not a member of the Brussels Satellite Convention, that does afford a retransmission right.
10. Broadcast Act § 3(6). 
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cent of the federal budget is spent on all cultural activity, this percentage does not reflect the significant impact generated by cable television. First, cultural industries generate 1.7 billion dollars, 12 which is more than the paper, textiles, or metal industries. Second, market penetration rates show about fifty-nine percent of the households are served by cable. Furthermore, as of 1983, eighty percent of Canadian households could easily be wired for cable, as compared to thirty-nine percent of United States households being wired for cable. 13 Another example of recent note is a 1983 CRTC decision to license a Canadian music video programming service subject to conditions evidencing CRTC's commitment to the Canadian, as opposed to the United States, video production industry. 4 Some of the conditions in the license included the following: (1) that the Canadian music video clips distributed shall comprise not less than ten percent of the total number, (2) that starting in 1986 this figure increases to twenty percent, (3) in 1988 to twenty-five percent, (4) in 1989 to thirty percent and (5) that the greater of 2.4 percent of gross revenues or 100,000 dollars shall be devoted to the development of Canadian music video clips. The rationale of this policy is that, by creating Canadian culture, more Canadian artists get exposure and achieve success by increased payments of royalties through Performing Rights Societies. 6 While much of this Article deals with the legal aspects of a relatively new technology and property rights of creators involved, in the foreground is the issue of cultural autonomy, which is equally as important as the achievement of a high technological plateau and corresponding stage of economic advance.
Canadian-born economist John Kenneth Galbraith recognized the importance of culture when he stated as follows:
[W]e must cease to suppose that science and resulting technological achievement are the only edge of industrial advance. Be- [Vol. 5:1
Fall 1986] SIMULTANEOUS REDIFFUSION yond science and engineering is the artist; willing or unwilling, he or she is vital for industrial progress in the modern industrial world. . . . The basic point is a simple one and it applies to the widest range of industrial products: after things work well, people want them to look well. After utility comes design. And design depends not alone on the availability of artists; it invokes depth and quality of the whole artistic tradition. It is on this that industrial success comes to depend. . . The Italian case is only the most vivid. The industries of Paris, New York and London -textile and furniture design, building construction, dress manufacturing, advertising, filmmaking and theatre -all survive in their otherwise economically inhospitable surroundings because of their juxta-position to the arts . . . It has been little noticed that in the older industrial countries, those industries that best survive are those that co-exist with a strong artis-
III. The Problem of Simultaneous Rediffusion
Diffusion occurs when a CATV System' 8 originates its own programming and distributes the signal whereas rediffusion" 9 is when a CATV System simultaneously retransmits signals to its subscribers originated by others. The problem lies in the latter, simultaneous rediffusion, 20 because the Canadian Copyright Law does not protect the rediffused signal since it is not considered broadcast or radio communication. Later amendments of the Berne Convention"' allow the author the exclusive right to authorize any radiocommunication to the public whether over wires or not. 22 (I) Authors of literary and artistic works shall enjoy the exclusive right of authorizing the communication of their works to the public by radio communication.
(2) The national legislators of the countries of the Unions may regulate the conditions under which the right mentioned in the preceding paragraph shall be exercised, but the effect of those conditions will be strictly limited to the countries which have put them in force. Such conditions shall not in any case prejudice the moral right of the author, nor the right which belongs to the author to obtain an equitable remuneration which shall be fixed, failing agreement, by the competent authority. Systems pay no royalties for the simultaneous rediffusion.
Specifically, the problem is illustrated by a current controversial retransmission of signals from the three major United States networks 24 and PBS by the CANCOM monitoring station in Windsor, Ontario, which is located just across the river from Detroit. The Toronto-based Canadian satellite company scrambles the United States signals to stop secondary theft and sells them to Canadian CATV companies, which serve 885,000 households. 25 However, recording the signal on videotape for later rediffusion is considered an infringement according to Section 3 of the Canadian Copyright Act. 26 Revision of the law studies over the past thirty years have each addressed the problem of simultaneous rediffusion differently. In 1957, the Royal Commission on Patents, Copyrights, Trademarks and Industrial Design was the first of three comprehensive reports on copyright law and was published by the Illsley Commision. 27 The Illsley Commission opposed CATV System liability, reasoning that a copyright owner should not be entitled to prevent retransmission if he already authorized the original broadcast. This is, in sum, the no double payment argument."
In 1966, the Report on Intellectual and Industrial Property was the second of three comprehensive reports on copyright law. The Economic Council of Canada " examined the Canadian copyright law and suggested a compulsory license for CATV and royalties for simultaneous rediffusion of unaltered broadcast signals. Liability, it said, would attach only if ads were deleted or substituted.
In 1977, the Keyes/Brunet Report 30 was the third of three comprehensive reports on copyright law. As part of the Minister of Consumer and Corporate Affairs Department Working Group proposal, the Keyes/Brunet Report suggested CATV system liability for redif- . 1971 ). This case merely illustrates an example of § 3(l)(f) infringement according to the Canadian Copyright Act. It was held in this case that a cable system that copies off air for later diffusion has infringed the copyright in the work contained in the off air broadcast because it is reproduction of the work without authorization. 28. Double payment contemplates a situation in which the copyright owner is paid once for authorization of the original broadcast and second for the rediffusion. [Vol. 5:1 fusion of only Canadian broadcasts. This meant that under the Keyes/Brunet Revision proposal American broadcasters had no claim. The Keyes/Brunet report explained that it was not correct to analogize a CATV compulsory license scheme to a Section 19 mechanical recording compulsory license a " because of the different origins of the industries. The Section 19 license was enacted to establish a balance between a then developing recording industry in which there was no recording right, and claims of composers who held monopoly rights. In this instance, which concerns broadcast signal rediffusion, the CATV industry is not developing, but is already well established. 3 2 Thus, the Keyes/Brunet Report did not suggest a CATV Compulsory License scheme for transmitted signals.
The Keyes/Brunet report also suggested a solution by which additional payments are made for excess coverage of local and imported signals. 33 Payment would be made where the CATV signal does not duplicate the local broadcast. Local signals are defined in terms of the normal reception area. Distant signal importation 4 payments would be on a schedule set up by the Copyright Tribunal. 5 Two Canadian cases related to the problem of rediffusion liability illustrate the current legal argument against rediffusion protection under the exclusive rights provision, which lists the exclusive right "to communicate any literary, dramatic, musical or artistic work by radio communication." 36 First, in Canadian Admiral Corp. v. Rediffusion, Inc., 3 7 the court found no infringement of a live telecast of football games of the Allouette Football Club to CATV subscribers and to the CATV System showroom. The court reasoned that the broadcast by coaxial cable rather than Hertzian wave did not constitute a public performance violative of Section 3(1)of the Canadian Copyright Act. 8 Rather, it constituted many private per-31. PROPOSALS FOR A REVISION, supra note 5, at 140. 32. Id. at 141. 33. A local market is defined as the market value where it is possible to receive signals transmitted by a broadcaster.
34. A distant signal is a signal originating at a point too distant to be picked up by ordinary reception equipment.
35. Generally the rate of compensation would take into account a) whether commercial advertising has been deleted or substituted; b) whether there is additional revenue derived from substituted commercials; c) whether there is increased audience by the addition of subscribers to the cable system; and d) whether there is economic loss by reason of pre-release of the work in a distant market. 38. For purposes of the Canadian Copyright Act, § 3(I) provides as follows: "copyright" means the sole right to produce or reproduce the work or any substantial part thereof in any material form whatever, to perform, or in the case of a lecture to deliver, the work or any substantial part thereof in public if the work is unpublished, to publish the work or any substantial part thereof, and includes
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formances. Further, the live telecast was distinguished from a film telecast in that the former might qualify as a dramatic or artistic work within Section 2 of the Canadian Copyright Law 9 since the coaxial cable transmission here was not a "work" as defined by Section 2, which states that "a work be expressed to some extent at least in some material form, capable of identification and having a more or less permanent endurance." '40 The court also found that a live telecast was not analogous to film because film involves production of a negative and reprinting from the negative of a positive, whereas TV broadcast is a conversion of a picture into an electronic signal transmitted by Hertzian waves."' In a second case, Composers, Authors and Publishers Association of Canada v. Canadian Television, 2 the plaintiff licensed TV stations in defendant's network for broadcast of his material. The station recorded the material on videotape and sent it out to affiliates by microwave. The court held that there was no infringement of Section 3(l)(f) because what was protected was not the works but a performance of the works to the public, neither of which occurred in the case. the sole right (a) to produce, reproduce, perform or publish any translation of the work; (b) in the case of a dramatic work, to convert it into a novel or other non-dramatic work; (c) in the case of a novel or other non-dramatic work, or of an artistic work, to convert it into a dramatic work, by way of performance in public or otherwise; (d) in the case of a literary, dramatic or musical work, to make any record, perforated roll, cinematograph film, or other contrivance by means of which the work may be mechanically performed or delivered; (e) in the case of any literary, dramatic, musical or artistic work, to reproduce, adapt and publicly present such work by cinematograph if the author has given such a work an original character but if such original character is absent the cinematographic production shall be protected as a photograph; (f) in the case of any literary, dramatic, musical or artistic work, to communicate such work by radio communication and to authorize any such acts as aforesaid. 39. Canadian Copyright, supra note 8, at § 2. In a related action before the CRTC, in which Rogers had applied to the CRTC for authority to delete and substitute, the CRTC was held to be within its jurisdiction. As the global village of the work community shrinks with more technologically sophisticated communication means, nations with initial advantages in cultural product stock or legal enforcement apparatus for protection of that form of capital, will benefit to a greater extent. In this respect, Canada, as a net importer of cultural/copyright material, has ventured onto the international scene carefully. This net importer status of Canada in copyright materials is not likely to improve soon according to the Minister of Communication"" for the following reasons. First, the number of producers of cultural products is increasing internationally, especially in the United States. Second, the number of distributors is expanding by a proliferation of new and different media. Third, the volume of distribution is increased with the advent of satellites, fibreoptics and coaxial cable 5 and video cassettes. Fourth, most cultural products can be digitalized in binary code language moveable electronically, for example, signals.
V. An Example of Technological Advance Affecting Net Importer Status: Canadian Communications Satellite, Inc. (CANCOM)
An example of the development of increased distribution capacity exacerbating the copyright balance of payments is the CRTC approval of CANCOM on March 8, 1983.46 When CANCOM licenses for distribution of TV signals of major United States networks," it permits transmission to remote areas of Canada without payment. Of greater concern to United States broadcasters now is CANCOM's intention to distribute the signals to more populated areas.
In a recent radio interview on National Public Radio,' 8 "All Things Considered" program (11-10-85), Pierre Morrisette, Chief Executive Officer of CANCOM, said its purpose for increased distribution capacity was to provide for an extension of broadcast services equally to all parts of Canada. This statement is better understood if one realizes that most of Canada's population lives close to the northern U.S. border. 4 the United States Federal Communications Commission reiterated that the view endorsing no requirement of payment was inconsistent with the common principle of a fair exchange for goods or services used.
These arguments will surely increase in fervor as free trade negotiations between the two nations progress. American network affiliates in Detroit, Seattle and other border regions are especially concerned. The CANCOM decision reflects elements of communications policy, copyright law, and popular sentiment in Canada. In its meager effort to regulate CATV Systems, the CRTC approval of CANCOM can be viewed as an example of communications policies in blatant violation of equity and intellectual property concepts.
Copyright policy is reflected by the lack of protection for this type of transmission and lack of reasonably prompt efforts to implement revisions and amendments that would address the problem. Popular support of CANCOM signal poaching is speculative but perhaps best judged by both the brisk sale of home satellite equipment for homes and businesses alike and the high percentage of wired for cable viewers on a world scale." One of the original goals of CANCOM, as Mr. Morrisette stated in his radio interview, was to provide signals to remote, underserved communities."' Many Canadians already have satellite dishes to pull down programming from American signals, but CANCOM seeks to prevent this by establishing a market for existing CATV Systems.
The effect of Canada's decision to approve CANCOM becomes more obvious when noting the proliferation of domestic satellite signals" carrying U.S. programming that may be poached or stolen. The following is an example of six U.S. satellite systems: i) Statutory License: Where a CATV system or broadcaster is given a compulsory license to retransmit subject to a fixed fee.
2) Negotiated License: Where a broadcaster bargains freely for the right to transmit.5 7 3) Clearinghouse System: Where CATV Systems or broadcasters choose whether to retransmit based on a pre-set fee.
VI. Viewpoints on the Problem of Retransmission Liability

A. From the CA TV System Owners View
Owners of CATV systems argue that retransmission of signals without payment still increases the profits of copyright owners and broadcasters because the increase in the audience size caused by the increased viewship is accounted for in the rate cards upon which the broadcaster and copyright owner fees are charged. Moreover, the owners argue that charging a CATV system for the retransmission would exact double payment and constitute unjust enrichment. Finally, under CRTC mandate, CATV Systems achieve profits by subscribership and already are subject to compulsory carriage requirements on rediffusion of local TV stations' signals within that CATV system community. 57. With regard to negotiated licenses, there are two major and significant variations, namely those in which only the price may be negotiated but no right to prohibit exists, and those in which the owner is able to prohibit the use as well as negotiate the price. In the former case, it is a voluntary license and in the latter case it is a nonvoluntary license.
58. See Cable Television Regulations, C.R.C., c. 374 s.6(1), Cable Systems are already required to broadcast specific local signals within the local market. If the cable system owner
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The CATV system further supports retransmission of signals without payment because system owners only function as a receiver to aid in the reception of broadcast signals and do not select programs nor charge for particular programs sent out. CATV Systems take the position promulgated by the United States Supreme Court in two pre-1976 Act cases, Fortnightly Corp. v. United Artists" and Teleprompter v. CBS, 60 after which compulsory licensing for CATV broadcasts was adopted. Fortnightly held that reception and transmission of copyrighted materials from a local signal did not infringe on the owners' copyright, 61 and Teleprompter held that importation of distant signals did not alter the CATV systems' function as to constitute public performance and thus infringe on exclusive rights of copyright owners.
62
B. From the Broadcaster Viewpoint
Broadcast owners maintain that they are hurt by CATV Systems retransmission because the programming is no longer exclusively aired. They argue that CATV Systems achieve a larger subscriber base and pay nothing while a local non-network station pays a high cost for those exclusive rights. Further, the CATV System has induced audience fragmentation in the eyes of potential advertisers who will now refuse to be sponsors because of the lack of exclusivity. 68
I. Dissent: Herfindahl Index Use Negates Fragmentation
Theory. -Dissenters on the market fragmentation argument point to a study by S.J. Leibowitz of the University of Western Ontario" which found that first, since CATV increases choices in programming, it generally makes TV a more attractive medium without change in the amount of TV consumed in a cable market. 6 5 Second, the study found that when there is diversity in programming based on increased cable channels," 6 people would watch TV more intensely with greater receptivity to TV commercials. By utilizing a cannot afford the copyright owner's terms, or is prohibited from broadcasting the work, the cable system owner has the choice of infringing the exclusive rights of the copyright owner by broadcasting the work or violating CRTC regulations in refusing to broadcast the local signal. [Vol. 5:1 proxy similar to that used to determine advertising rates (the Herfindahl Index)," 7 Mr. Leibowitz determined the percentage of cable viewers and found nearly a twenty percent increase in advertising rates and cable penetration rather than a decrease. 6 8 This study would suggest rediffusion or retransmission liability" by means of a compulsory license is unjust enrichment for cultural producers.
2. Applebaum-Herbert Report. 0 -This study suggests contrary results of market fragmentation and potential network disintegration because of the inopposite principal guiding network advertising favoring audience cohesion. Additionally, broadcasters dispute the legalistic fiction that there is a difference in liability between Hertzian wave or coaxial cable transmission. Moreover, broadcasters contend that importation of signals in the fill-in market72 and both the distant signal markets 7s are actually rebroadcast and rebroadcasters should be held liable for such. Broadcasters argue CATV systems go beyond their duty to serve the local community when they import distant signals. 74 Broadcasters are concerned that the combination of these events will force local stations out of business and ultimately lead to decreased Canadian programming.
C. From the Copyright Owners' Viewpoint
The copyright owners state that generally speaking there is more broadcast material available than can be used. Thus, even if rate cards (and broadcaster revenues) increase, it does not filter down to copyright owners. Copyright 71. Proliferation of diverse cable programming will work against similar content of programs at given times and thus promote program and in turn audience specialization. Until broadcasters stop selling programs to broad audiences rather than specialized groups, network advertising revenues will be misdirected and minority cultural interests will be neglected. See Morgan, supra note 12, at 82 (citing the APPLEBAUM-HERBERT REPORT).
72. This market refers to a market operating in areas not within the broadcast range of any TV station and allows for better reception.
73. This market refers to the importing of signals for rediffusion in the local markets. 74. See supra note 68, at 104.
rediffusion diminishes the value of their work by undercutting program exclusivity and, in effect, weakening the licensing system. 75 Additionally, three types of programming that are subject to exclusive license are hurt by market fragmentation from CATV System rediffusion. First, recorded non-network programming is created and owned by others for which the station buys exclusive territorial rights. Second, when a station has geographic exclusivity by contract with the network, live or recorded national and regional network programs are also hurt by rediffusion. Third, local programs created and owned by others to which stations broadcast and enter into exclusive territorial license gain an unfair advantage over a broadcaster who must bargain for the rights among producers and distributors. 76 Copyright owners fear that first, broadcasters will not pay for programs already shown outside their market, and second, that local advertisers will not pay for ads, and last, that national advertisers will not pay for duplicate coverage in both the distant and local TV markets. 77 Copyright owners, rather, support the theory of a property right in the work distinguished from the exclusive broadcast right or even rediffusion right.
VII. Other Canadian Domestic Law Theories Against CATV Rediffusion Liability Immunity
Other theories have been argued in attempts to hold CATV operators liable with two results commonly occurring. First, the event of satellite rediffusion is found not to be a public performance under Canadian law. 78 Second, it has been found not to constitute broadcasting within Canadian law. 7 9 One theory that has been used to hold CATV operators accountable is the property rights theory. The property rights theory disputes the CATV operator argument that radio frequencies in space are public property according to Section 3(a) of the Broadcast Act. It is argued that legal notions of property apply that engender the frequencies with property-like qualities similar to other informa-75. With reference to the licensing system, two methods of program distribution exist. First, Network Programming is when the network grants a license for a single and simultaneous broadcast on network stations and second, Syndications that consist of the licensing of programs locally to stations market-by-market. The high cost of network program production means syndication is commonly the only way to see a profit. Noel [Vol. 5:1 tional subject matter."
Another theory is that the CRTC is delegated with the authority to regulate broadcasts, of which satellites are a part, and to interpret "radio communiction" according the the Radio Act,"' Interpretation Act, 8 2 and Broadcast Act. 83 What follows from this conclusion is that the rediffused signal is protected within Section 3(1)(f) of the Canadian Copyright Act exclusive rights provision since the Copyright Act utilizes the term radio communication in Section 3(l)(f). These issues were discussed in Canadian Admiral Corp. v. Rediffusion, Inc." 4 A question posed in that case was whether a satellite communicated by radiocommunication is covered by Section 3(l)(f) of the Canadian Copyright Act. First, a definition of radio might be found in the Radio Act. This interpretation was made in CAPAC v. CTV, 8 5 in which the judge stated as follows:
The word radio is probably a word from the world of engineers but Parliament has defined it in the Radio Act and I think it can be assumed Parliament is using the word radio in the Copyright Act with the meaning which is given to the word by the
See Insurance v. A.P., 248 U.S. 215 (1918).
As to the property rights theory itself, in Copyright in Canada: reference to various theories that underlie copyright law are made. PROPOSALS FOR A REVISION, supra note 5, at 4. In England, Keyes notes that copyright developed as a brand of property rights separate from personality rights or droit moral as it is called on the continent. The English Copyright Act of 1710 first recognized literary property after copyright law was used as a means of press regulation and censorship. See COPINGER AND SKONE JAMES ON COPYRIGHT: LONDON 1971. 1 ITH EDIT., Chapter 2. Copyright law that was based in part on personality rights or moral rights separate from an economic right to exploit the work developed in Europe under Droit Moral was the right to prevent mutilation, distortion, or alteration of the work. Mr. Keyes in PROPOSALS FOR A REVISION, supra note 5, at 4-5 asserted that Canadian copyright, in part, reflects the author's property interests and that whichever basis of copyright one uses is of little consequence without different conclusions being drawn.
This view drew criticism from other commentators who dispute copyright as anything akin to a natural property right. Professor Roberts of the University of Western Ontario said this characterization of copyright puts a great burden on uses of copyrighted works. The issue is whether copyright is akin to a right in real property or is only a statutorily limited monopoly grant of rights. Keyes and Brunet, Canadian Copyright. Natural Property or Mere Monopoly, 40 C.P.R .2D 33, 35 (1979) .
Clearly, copyright is a statutory right primarily in the United States and Canada. The disputed origins of current statutory copyright, however, is significant to a recognition of future copyright interests such as droit moral. Cable operators, for example, would take the view that copyright is purely statutory and therefore no droit moral violation exists and no other rights exist within the rediffused signal such as individual contributors to the work.
In a printed reply to the Roberts article above, Mr. Keyes, then Advisor to the Department of Secretary of State in Canada, said that his study did not characterize Canadian copyright as solely based on natural property rights but recognized it as a source of copyright law based upon public policy. statute specially enacted to regulate radio. 86 The Radio Act defined radio to be "radio telegraph, and any other forms of radio electric communication including the wireless transmission of writing, signs, signals, pictures and sounds of all kinds by means of Hertzian waves." 87 Even if it is found through application of the latter interpretational theories of Canadian law that a satellite indeed communicates by radiocommunication, proof of infringement via Section 3(l)(f) of the Canadian Copyright Act must be shown, perhaps by a violation of the exclusive right of performance. It is significant, however, to recognize that in searching the legislative background for definitions of radio, reliance should be placed upon the definition of radio in Section 3(1)(f) that was added to the Canadian Copyright Act in order to implement the Rome Protocol of 1928.88 Reliance should not be placed upon either the Radio Act or the Interpretation Act. Article II bis of the Rome Protocol of 1928 provides as follows: "(1) Authors of literary and artistic works shall enjoy the communication of their works to the public by radiocommunication."
The original draft was translated from French and uses the term radio diffusion defined as broadcasting in the Broadcast Act, Radio Act, and CRTC Act. However, in French, the radiocommunication word intended for Section 3(1)(f) of the Canadian Copyright Act translates into "radio phonie" and as a result of inaccurate translation was left undefined in Canadian law. 9 The judge in CA-PAC v. CTV 90 noted these defects and concluded as follows: "Bearing in mind that the Rome Convention is in French, no other conclusion is possible but that the intent is to provide that copyright includes the exclusive right of public performance or representation by radio broadcasting (communication au public par la radiodiffusion)."91
Commentators" have suggested, as in the latter case, that the proper interpretation of communication by radiocommunication is a correct translation of Article II bis of the Rome Protocol. Thus, satellite communications constitute a communication to the public. [Vol. 5:1
VIII. Evaluation of a Solution Through International Copyright Treaties
A. International Telecommunications Convention
In 1973, the International Telecommunications Convention (I.T.C.) was held at Malaga Terremolinos.
93 Since the I.T.C. is administered in part by the Radio Regulations, 94 I.T.C. members follow Radio Regulations Article 17, which deals with interception of radio communications. Article 17 of the Radio Regulations for I.T.C. deals with radio signal interception and says members are to prevent "the unauthorized interception of radio communications not intended to the general use of the public . . . 95 The problems lie in the ambiguity of the word "use of the public" in Article 17 and broadcast for direct "reception" by the public in Article 1 of the Radio Regulations. Article 1 defines Broadcast Satellite Service as a "radio communication service in which signals transmitted or retransmitted by space stations are intended for direct reception by the general public . . . direct reception encompasses both individual and community reception." 96 The confusion arises when the administering Radio Regulations refer to broadcast for the use of the public and also direct reception by the public. It is arguable whether the term "reception by the general public" places the signals outside Article 17 protections or whether it also includes transmissions of radio signals. In either case, the ineffectiveness of that legislation has been noted by commentators in the lack of enforcement sanctions. 95. Article 17 of the Radio Regulations, see id., states in relevant part that members are bound to prevent a) the unauthorized interception of radiocommunications not intended for the general use of the public, and b) publication or any use whatsoever, without authorization obtained by the interception of the radiocommunications mentioned in a) above.
96. See Article I of the Radio Regulations, supra note 94. 97. Barbara Ringer, former United States Register of Copyrights (then delegate to the United States to the Brussels Conference in 1974), speaking at the Carribean Basin Initiative Hearing on S. 544 Before the Committee on Finance, 98th Cong., Ist Sess. 395 (1983), stated that "one of the alternatives discussed for solving the problem . . . was whether the ITC Convention and the Regulations, to the extent that they actually cover the problem as a technical matter, have no enforcement machinery and it was doubtful whether they could be made an effective means to combat satellite piracy. States and many Latin American countries are not members. Several Latin American countries are not members because strict adherence would mean costly revision to their copyright laws. The threshhold question in applying Berne to satellite communications" is one of relevance; Article II of the convention speaks of broadcast and communication by "wireless diffusion of signs, sound, or images" without mention of satellites. 00 Additionally, Article II of the Berne Convention brings into question for potential signatories the recognition of an author's right to exclusively authorize retransmission. Article II, Section 2 provides as follows:
It shall be a matter for legislation in the countries of the Union to determine the conditions under which the rights mentioned in the preceding paragraph may be exercised, but these conditions shall apply only in the countries where they have been prescribed. They shall not in any circumstances be prejudicial to the moral rights of the author nor his right to obtain remuneration which in the absence of agreement shall be fixed by competent authority.' 1 0
C. Universal Copyright Convention (U.C.C.)
This treaty was drafted in 1952 in reaction to the nonratification of Berne by the United States and Latin American countries. 1 0 2 The applicable section is Article IV, Section 1, which requires states to protect owners' rights to authorize reproduction of the works by any means.103 Moreover, the broadcasting right under the U.C.C. is deemed to include satellite transmission as well as cable transmissions and retransmissions. its lack of enforcement mechanisms. For example, the treaty is governed by the International Court of Justice at the Hague, whose jurisdiction must be specifically consented to by the parties. 0 5
D. Rome Convention' 0 6
A major emphasis of this treaty is its concern with the neighboring rights it gives to broadcasters for the exclusive right to control the use of their broadcasts without a separate grant to them for protection of the material within. Usually, broadcasters are not authors unless they produce either the programs themselves or purchase the rights. However, as in both Berne and the U.C.C., 10 7 the problem here is with enforcement. No uniformity of national treatment exists among members, but instead each state is left to implement its obligations to the treaty according to its reservations and domestic legislation. 0 8
E. The Brussels Satellite Convention'°9
This convention was ratified in 1974 for the initial purpose of responding to issues concerning satellites and neighboring rights. Works published by a foreign national will be entitled to the same protection a nation accords to its own cititzens under its laws; however, the U.C.C. as a national treatment document provides four minimum standards whereas Berne fundamentally is minimum standards on all points. Ill. For example, § 2(l) of the Brussels Convention, supra note 109, states as follows: each contracting state adquately measures to prevent the distribution on or from its territory of any programme carrying signal by any distributor for whom the signal emitted to or passing through the satellite is not intended. This obligation shall apply where the organization is a national of another contracting state and An important issue for this convention was whether there should be an exclusive right of authorization in the broadcaster to the detriment of the copyright owner. The Brussels convention requires states to take adequate measures to prohibit unauthorized distribution or take from its "territory any program carrying signal by any distributor for whom the signal emitted to or passing through the satellite is not intended," Article 2(1 ). 112 The Brussels convention puts the obligation of preventing unauthorized use on receiving nations and not on sending ones. The reasoning is that the emission or uplink of a signal to a satellite cannot be considered an infringement since this is not a public communication.I s
The major problem here is also in the enforcement provisions, which leave enforcement to national legislation."" This has been criticized as an inadequate solution because the copyright property problem may be ignored even if nations develop legislation in the form of administrative, criminal, or broadcast regulation sanctions.
1 5 It also avoids the problem of neighboring rights.
There have been suggestions that the United States' ratification of the Brussels Convention will solve many of the problems of foreign interception of signals. The argument does that by demonstrating that the United States attaches importance to this issue, other nations will become members. The only eight members are Austria, Germany, Italy, Mexico, Nicaragua, Kenya, Morocco and Yugoslavia. " ' Pitfalls do exist with the Brussels Convention, however, in that satellite signals intended for direct reception by the general public are excluded.
Direct broadcast is but one type of reception among three. The others are point-to-point systems and distribution satellite systems. Point-to-point satellite systems link two particular earth stations where signals are relayed from one ground station to nine receiving stations with a large diameter parabolic receiving antennae. Direct broadcast satellites are similar in that only they have less amplica- Before the Nairobi Conference a signal remained the same signal no matter the number of times it was modulated or amplified. At the Conference, a signal's life was divided into three stages, when it is emitted, derived and distributed.
112 
A. Pre-1976 Copyright Act
Under the 1909 United States Copyright Act, the only compulsory license provision was for musical works. 8 The motivation for enactment of this provision was protection of a developing recording industry.
B. 1976 Act Compulsory License for CA TV Secondary Transmission of Copyrighted Broadcasts
The 1976 act" 9 addressed the problem of retransmission liability in 17 U.S.C. section 111.1120 In regard to this problem, the House report 1 21 shows the drafters recognized the administrative burden of requiring individual negotiation and of the existing law, which found no liability. The current United States compulsory license scheme for cable television contains the following elements: 22 increase fees in accordance with changes in F.C.C. rules or inflation. 30 As a major argument for its repeal, advocates of abolishing the Section III compulsory license scheme cite the changes in the industry since its adoption. The concentration of ownership in CATV Systems is one example. For instance, the fifty largest Multiple System Operators (MSO's) 31 own forty percent of the 4,800 CATV Systems and account for seventy-five percent of all subscribers. Moreover, since the adoption of 17 U.S.C. section 111, twelve additional commercial satellites have been launched, multiplying the value of transmitted programs by increased audiences.' 32 Advocates of abolishment of the compulsory license scheme also argue that Section III is not propelled by valid public interest sufficient to curtail the rights of copyright holders. They suggest substituting it with a privately negotiated licensing system'1 3 because statutory fees do not reflect the value of retransmitted programs.
Furthermore, copyright royalty claimants are limited to: (a) copyright owners whose work is included in a secondary transmission of distant non-network programming, 3 4 (b) any copyright owner whose work is included in a secondary transmission identified in a special statement of account deposited under Section III (d)(2)(A), 35 and (c) any copyright owner whose work was included in distant non-network programming consisting exclusively of coaxial signals. 36 
C. U.S. Legislative Solutions to Satellite Signal Poaching.-The International Copyright Fairness Bill
Two solutions to the foregoing problem are being considered by the United States Congress, but have not yet been acted upon. The first effort is a bilateral solution in the form of a treaty called the Carribean Basin Initiative (CBI) 37 that would try under foreign trade sanctions to comply with compulsory license laws covering United States signal retransmission. A related solution renews the General System of Preferences (GSP's)' 3 8 in application to importation of goods from countries that comply with United States copyright laws. While the latter does not concern the satellite signal dilemma in relation to Canada, a second option, an amendment to the U.S. Copyright Law, does. The International Copyright Fairness Bill,' 9 is aimed at signal theft from Canada.
Under this proposal, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal " 4 0 must find before royalties are paid to nonresident foreign nationals for cable retransmission that a claimant's country allows equivalent remuneration to United States copyright holders for use of their material abroad. Critics maintain the bill is violative of the national treatment principle of the U.C.C. because it disfavors foreign copyright owners. For example, Canada, by extending no such recognition remains within the equal treatment principle to national and foreign copyright owners.1 4 1 Critics also maintain that smaller nations cannot be prodded into expensive revampings of their laws to the benefit of primarily United States copyright owners while worsening their own international copyright balance of payments. The smaller nations will further spurn membership in Berne or the U.C.C., thereby aggravating a problem worsening with the increase in satellite program distribution and retransmission.
A related bill that has not yet been acted on is the International Security and Development Cooperation Act of 1983 (ISDCA)."' This bill proposes a direct link between foreign aid and the United States copyright law compliance. The bill would directly affect F.C.C. authorization for resale carriers to extend service to foreign regions within a reception area. F.C.C. authorization is subject to the conditions of (1) consent from the state of delivery and (2) a waiver from INTELSAT.1' 3 Before granting authorization to the satellite system for retransmission, the F.C.C. would get a clearance from the State Department. " ' The latter devices, the ISDCA, Fairness Bill, CBI, and GSP system, will not affect the liability of Canadian Satellite rediffusion as much as the pending revision of the Canadian Copyright Law.
5
The position Canada takes will reflect its direction in copyright law development in relation to its international treaty obligations and its desire to be dependent on United States copyrighted materials. Some nations wish to exclude Western and United States programming from its citizens' reach to preserve cultural identity or to prevent satellite communications from acting as agents of propaganda and political information, indoctrination, or social mor6 disruption . 16 Other nations welcome the availability of United States programming and maintain the opinion that the United States should share with developing nations its vast store of wealth by not imposing requirements for remuneration. 
D. Canadian Parliament Report Recommends Retransmission Liability and a Compulsory License: "Charter of Rights for Creators," October, 1985
The solution proposed in the October, 1985 subcommittee report 18 is to establish liability for broadcast retransmission and to set up a compulsory licensing system administered by a Copyright Appeal Board similar to the American Copyright Royalty Tribunal. " 9 The report addresses a wide range of concerns such as extension of moral rights, increased emphasis on cultural enterprises by broader application of the copyright law, and general recognition of copyright law as a tool of cultural policy to reflect legal commitment to the value of creators in society. The introduction of the Charter shows this concern as follows:
The task of the subcommittee is not one of mere updating. 60 years ago what might have seemed, to a country barely emerging from colonial status, as wishful thinking is now a widely acknowledged reality .... [C] reation of a Canadian culture need no longer be a focus for policy; the issues are now to give it adequate recognition, to maintain its vitality and to expand its appreciation both in this country and abroad. The subcommittee rejected the CATV industry argument that market penetration would suffer because of a perceived price sensitivity and subsequent forced removal of programming. The subcommittee noted adoption of such a right may be offset by substitution of a local signal for a distant signal per CRTC Regulations.' 5 1 This is accomplished when a local station has purchased the right to broadcast a given program by cable that is simultaneously broadcast on a distant station also carried by cable. In this case, retransmission of a local signal would mean lower copyright royalties. Further, a 1985 study entitled "Probable Cost of a Retransmission Right in Canada" ' shows the economic consequences of recognizing a retransmission right that is capable of being adequately absorbed. This study finds, at most, 11.2 million dollars in royalties would have to be paid out by CATV systems for that year, constituting 1.7 percent of total CATV systems' revenue. 153 Dissenters to this report estimated that between 34-82 million dollars per year are to be paid out to copyright owners; however, these figures have been critized as being exaggerated.
15
One proposal of the subcommittee is to treat retransmission rights as extended broadcast rights regardless of label, whether the means be by Hertzian waves, coaxial cable, etc., thus eliminating the need for a separate right. Another advantage of a broad redefinition is non-recognition of such a right dependent on a single, current technology. Of further significance is the subcommittee report's suggestions for guidelines to determine the value of retransmission activities. The Copyright Appeal Board would assign a lower value to local signals, not dependent on technical or topographical consideration but assign such a value based on the target audience indicated by intent to reach that audience regardless of achievement of that goal.
X. Conclusion
Copyright commentators have written much against compulsory license systems in the United States and argue in effect for a free market in negotiation of license fees. The introduction of one in Canada applied to CATV broadcasters seems appropriate in light of long term Canadian copyright policy, yet it is not without its costs. Defining a rediffusion right in the author, however, should be made according to the recommendations of copyright collectives who file tariffs with a Copyright Appeal Board. [Vol. 5:1 exploit the absence of rediffusion right recognition, such as CANCOM, should be subject to signal liability, no matter what the public benefit of its services. Exceptions should be made for small cable systems for retransmission to small communities that have been contemplated by the Revision Subcommittee. Additionally, in order to implement immediate cultural objectives of industries concerned with Canadian cultural producers, there exists other laws and policy tools apart from copyright.
To implement these changes in a future copyright revision of the Canadian Copyright Act would serve the purposes of both modernizing the current law and placing Canadian industries in the arts, publishing, etc, which are dependent on copyright, onto equal footing with other nations in the post industrial information age.
